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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

 

Drawing a Straight Line and Following It:  
Realizing Open Scores, Conceptualizing Concert Programs, 

and Original Sound Poetry 
 
 

by 

 

Nicolee S. Kuester 

Master of Arts in Music 

University of California, San Diego, 2012 

Professor Anthony Burr, Chair 

 

 Section I  of the thesis discusses the author's development and performance of 

a realization of La Monte Young's Composition 1960 no. 10, with its famous 

instructions to “draw a straight line and follow it”.  Section II addresses the author's 

concept and performance of a concert of music and text compositions, with particular 

attention paid to her interests both in recontextualizing and defamiliarizing older 

works by juxtaposing them with dissimilar (and often new) works, and in exploring 

the connections and disconnections between spoken text and wordless music.  Section 

III is a collection of the author's original sound poetry. 
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I. Notes on Realizing La Monte Young's Composition 1960 #10 

 

 La Monte Young's Composition 1960 #10  instructs the performer to “Draw a 

straight line and follow it.”1  This piece, first published in An Anthology which Young 

produced with Jackson Mac Low in 1963, now enjoys a notoriety among 

contemporary artists both in the US and abroad.  I too, was struck by this piece when I 

read through Young and Mac Low's compilation, and specifically by the juxtaposition 

of  drawing a straight line, a direction rigorous enough to defy any accurate realization 

by a human, with the subsequent indication to follow it, an activity which can be 

construed in quite a number of different physical and non-physical ways.  Something 

in this tension between the restrictive and the ephemeral attracted me to perform a 

realization of this work.  The second stipulation in particular is what fascinates me, so 

much so that in an early concept for performing the piece I downplayed the strictness 

of drawing a straight line in favor of following it, physically following it, by walking 

along a stretch of I-95 that runs due north-south for 40 miles near the border of 

Arizona and California, while rolling a chalk dispenser in front of me.  The landscape 

and topography in that area is quite uneventful, and the traffic sparse to nonexistent, 

and I was curious about what would happen to me in such an environment if I 

followed my line on the road for a significant amount of time (I had initially proposed 

12 hours).  What occurs when one is presented with little to no new information while 

carrying out a single task over an extended period?   How does single-minded 
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attention behave when it expands itself well past its normal boundaries?  And how 

does bodily exhaustion play into the perception of that activity?  Does something 

valuable from this repetition, and from experiencing this kind of duration?   

 It was pointed out to me, however, that this realization would be using a line 

already drawn by the Arizona Department of Transportation as the basis for my own 

chalk line, and that the line itself was of questionable straightness (especially 

considering that the road itself is inevitably not level, even if it appears to be “straight” 

in satellite photographs), and so I was compelled to go back to the drawing board (so 

to speak) to reconsider both how I could come closer to approximating a straight line 

and also what it would mean to follow that line, since the paradigm of walking for 

miles seemed not to be a practical (or very precise) solution. 

 My two subsequent realizations, one of which will be the focus of this paper, 

came about largely as a result of two conversations, one with Charles Curtis and the 

other with my father.  Charles, a performer and long-time collaborator with Young, 

mentioned two things of especial interest to me.  The first was an anecdote about 

Young who, in his childhood in Idaho, had helped his father build fences on his 

uncle's property.   In his book Draw a Straight Line and Follow It: The Music and 

Mysticism of La Monte Young, Jeremy Grimshaw cites this same anecdote from a 

conversation he had with Young: 

I remember one day in Utah when I was in junior high school when we 
lived on the shore of Utah Lake, managing my Uncle Thornton's celery 
farm.  One day in the middle of winter, freezing old, wind blowing up 
off of Utah lake, we went down to the shore of the lake and worked all 
day digging post holes, putting poles in the ground, lining them up 
perfectly, and then stringing barbed wire across them.  And it was just, 
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like unbelievably cold, and unvelievably hard work, and [my father] 
never stopped.  And, also, he was very, very concerned about making 
the fence straight and lining it up.2   
 

Charles also related to me Young's proposal that his Composition 1960 #7, a B and an 

F# perfect fifth with the instructions “to be held for a long time,” if played very 

accurately, could also function as a realization of Composition 1960 #10, with each 

note acting as a line being drawn by each musician forward indefinitely in time, and 

the careful tuning of that interval making audible the process of each line closely 

following its neighbor.3  I wondered if this sonic idea could be simplified even further, 

with two timbrally similar wind instruments (in this case, horn and clarinet) sustaining 

a unison note instead of the open fifth.  Their entrances and exits would be staggered 

and dovetailed with each other as the need to breathe arose, so that in effect the first 

player would be drawing a line, and in entering and matching that note the second 

player would be following the line of the first, until the first needed to breathe, 

whereupon the second player would maintain the line for the first player to follow 

when he reentered.  Visually represented it would look something like this: 

Fig. 1.1: Acoustic Realization of Composition 1960 #10 

 
The players would continue until they were too tired to maintain the evenness of the 

pitch. 

 Still interested in a physical realization of the piece, I spoke with my father 
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over the phone.  My father is a professor of electrical engineering, and I generally 

consult with him about mathematical conundrums and construction projects.  I 

explained Young's instructions, and that I was interested in keeping my realization as 

aesthetically simple as possible, meaning no assistance from computers, lasers, and the 

like.  My father suggested a method with plumb bobs and a straight edge which bore a 

remarkable semblance to Young's first performance of the work in 1961 with Robert 

Dunn assisting, but I was interested in pursuing a solo version of the project in 

contrast with the collaborative nature of the two-person aural realization, which would 

preclude having an assistant to help with sighting from a plumb bob, as Dunn had for 

Young.  As I was leading the conversation around to its end and preparing to ease my 

way off the phone, my father mentioned offhandedly, “You know, you could consider 

constructing this line from an interpolative standpoint.”  When I asked what exactly he 

meant, he continued, “One of the old perplexities of mathematics is the relative 

accuracy of interpolative methods as opposed to extrapolative methods.”4 

In number theory, interpolation is a means by which an unknown value in a 

system is derived from known surrounding values.  This method is often used to 

estimate points along a curve based off of neighboring points, generally with a fairly 

high degree of accuracy.   
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Fig. 1.2: Interpolation 

Simply put, interpolation generates information from the outside in.  Extrapolation, on 

the other hand, is a means of generating new values without the aid of surrounding 

values.  Often extrapolation is used to predict future points or data based off of 

previous data. It's fairly easy to see why the results of this method are as a rule less 

accurate:  

 

Fig. 1.3: Extrapolation 

 

 My dovetailed unison realization of Composition 1960 #10, because it 

progresses indefinitely forward in time and not toward any specific pitch, falls very 

clearly into the extrapolative method of drawing a line.  The pitch reference for each 

player is simply the pitch from the moment before, and the players continue playing 

under the assumption that the unison will maintain more or less the same frequency,  

any adjustments either player makes being based off of purely momentary 

information.  There is no way to tell where the pitch (or line) will be at any future 

point in time.  In this realization, the straightness of the line would be impossible to 
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measure at all without a tuner or an oscilloscope, and the nature of the method creates 

a good measure of uncertainty between the players in terms of maintaining the 

stability of the sustained note.  I wanted to create an interpolative model of 

Composition 1960 #10 as well, knowing that I could have a system with a greater 

degree of built-in precision.  If I started with the bounds of a straight line segment and 

then worked my way inward, I imagine that would change the game entirely, from the 

perspective of both the performer and the audience.   

 Thinking of Young and his father, I decided to build a sort of miniature fence, 

starting from its two endpoints and working my way in (I scaled down the size of this 

realization for logistical and financial reasons—buying materials to build a full-sized 

fence would have been beyond my means, and that in combination with the amount of 

time necessary to build a fence alone made a full-size realization unfeasible).  My 

materials would be three-inch nails pushed into dense floral arranging foam.  Since I 

would be building outward from a surface, straightness could be tracked (and so 

maintained) in three dimensions: in the verticality of each nail (as trued by a 

carpenter's level), in the horizontal alignment of the nails one after the other (which 

can be checked by sighting the endpoint nails and making sure all the intermediate 

nails fall precisely between the first two), and in the leveling of the heads of the nails 

(as determined by a length of string pulled taut for comparison).  The process would 

look something like this: 
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Fig. 1.4: Visual Realization of Composition 1960 #10 

 

The distance between endpoints is approximately 40-50 cm, so that the entire line is 

within arm's reach, thereby obviating the need for a partner in carrying out the task.  In 

this model, a straight line is “drawn” when the endpoints are placed, since a theoretical 

straight line exists between any two affiliated points, and by filling in nails between 

these two points, by physically manifesting the idea-line point by point, I would then 

be following it.  If this process of revisiting the same theoretical line again and again 

in order to fill it in physically seems like a nonlinear or multidirectional way of 

following that line (unlike an extrapolative method, which starts from a point and 

moves unidirectionally forward in space), it's useful to know that there is a precedent 

for realizations of this work that go over the same territory repeatedly.  In a letter to 

David Tudor, La Monte Young carefully describes his performance with Robert Dunn 

of his Compositions 1961 #'s 1-29, all of which bear the same instructions at 

Composition 1960 #10 to draw a straight line and follow it.  The pair performed 29 

iterations of the line, but each line was drawn on top of the last with careful attention 

to accuracy: 
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Dear David finally I had a chance to put together a copy of my 1961 
Compositions for you—you should receive it about the time of this 
letter—as you will see they can be performed in lots of ways but just to 
give you an idea I'll tell a little about how we did it at Yoko's loft—I 
did all of the pieces on one program.  They made up the entire program 
+ I did each piece as much the same as was possible. We drew each 
line as exactly as possible the same length + each line was drawn from 
the same sights as the previous so that except for errors in our 
workmanship each line was drawn on top of the last—at the end of the 
performance there was, then, only one line (we didn't erase any of 
them—just drew over the last as the measurements indicated) which 
was, of course, a bit thicker than one chalk line would have been (due 
to slight differences in how our sighting turned out each time).5 
 

By drawing over the previous iterations of lines without erasing them, Young's and 

Dunn's 29 individual realizations become a sort of larger meta-realization as well as a 

comment on inevitable human error; in drawing all those straight lines as identical in 

length as possible and using the same points of reference for sighting, they are creating 

manifestations of the same idea-line, but by revisiting it so many times they are also 

demonstrating the limits of measurement, and the inherent error in trying to exactly 

replicate an action is made clear by the increasing thickness of the chalkline (caused 

by subtle variations in the direction of each line) as Young and Dunn attempted to 

duplicate their line almost thirty times.   

 Time and logistics prevented me from realizing the extended unison (all the 

uncontrollable factors inherent to this method make it necessary for both performers to 

practice together a significant amount to grow accustomed both to their own and each 

other's tendencies for minor pitch deviations, and to build up the physical endurance 

necessary to perform the piece for a significant amount of time), so I'll content myself 

here with a description of creating the interpolative-visual straight line, my reactions 
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to that process, and also the reactions of three members of the audience who stayed for 

a significant amount of the 4-hour performance. 

 I began this realization of “draw a straight line and follow it” at 12:50 in the 

afternoon in the lobby outside the concert hall in the Conrad Prebys Music Center at 

UCSD.  For my foam platform, I had unsuccessfully tried to super glue six blocks of 

florist's foam together to form a base about 50 cm x 30 cm x 10 cm, and when they 

wouldn't adhere to each other, I resorted to attaching the blocks as a unit to the table 

with gaffer's tape.  I had two boxes of 100 three-inch nails, a six-inch carpenter's level 

to aid with vertical truing, and a length of string to use to align the heads of the nails 

across the top. I had stopped eating at 10:30 a.m. and drinking at 11:30 a.m. in an 

effort to prevent the need use the bathroom in the middle of the performance, which I 

estimated from short practice sessions would take between 4 and 6 hours.  If the 

description of my setup seems unusually detailed, keep in mind that I would be 

completely occupied with these two square feet in this location for the rest of the 

afternoon, and that the interest and activity in this performance would be on the scale 

of these details, the process itself being quite repetitive and slow to change. 

 Here is more or less what I did starting at 12:50: I vertically trued the first nail 

from a number of different angles using the carpenter's level, sighted the second nail 

by the first (I always closed my right eye to sight during this performance), and trued 

the second from multiple angles as I had done with the first.  Subsequent nails I 

always sighted between the endpoint nails before vertically truing them in the third 

dimension.  (These nails were placed at irregular intervals of my choosing along the 
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line.  I was not interested with a methodical one-end-to-the-other method of filling in 

the line, preferring to see what would happen with a somewhat more randomized 

placement approach.  I would discover a couple of hours into the performance that my 

somewhat arbitrary placement technique adversely affected how densely the nails 

could be placed.)  I would then use my string pulled taut across the length of the line 

to test for height differences in the nail heads.  Often adjusting one parameter would 

alter another, so especially in the beginning I would retest these three forms of 

straightness two or three or occasionally four times, knowing that the care with which 

I placed the early nails would largely determine how straight the line would be as it 

was filled in later.  My early pace was quite slow; a member of the audience later told 

me that in the first 90 minutes I placed only 15 nails.  The addition of a new nail 

would sometimes bring to my attention an older nail's misalignment, and so though I 

had not planned to before the performance, I found it necessary to revisit older nails 

and readjust them according to new information I'd gleaned from a more recent nail.  

Thus the rhythmic process of placing new nails would be interrupted from time to time 

with a larger process of reevaluating the line as an entity, dealing with outliers as they 

presented themselves to me, checking and rechecking and making minor corrections to 

height and angle.  In this way my following of the line became two concurrent 

activities, one of placing a new nail to further fill in the line as a series of material 

objects, and the other a holistic attempt to make the line as close to the ideal of 

straightness as possible.  The importance of the second activity came more and more 

to outweigh that of the first as the performance progressed, since there was more 
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actual material in the line to (re)evaluate, and since with so many nails already placed, 

it was easier for me to sight those that remained.  My nail-placing rate probably 

increased by 50% or so in the last hour of the performance, and by about 4:30 or so I 

had run out of spaces for nails.  I spent the last ten minutes or so checking over the 

straightness of the line with my tools and making necessary adjustments before 

determining that I was finished.  It was 4:37, not quite four hours after I'd started. 

 I did not become bored.  I felt hungry but it wasn't aggravating, and the 

sensation subsided after a short while.  I took a sip of water twice during the span of 

the performance, though in retrospect I probably didn't need to.  Someone asked me if 

my mind wandered or if I ever forgot about what I was doing, and it was with some 

surprise that I responded that I don't think it did.  I did think of other things from time 

to time (and I had a song running through my head for the first hour or so), but those 

thoughts were small enough not to interfere with my attention to placing nails.  By that 

same token, I also had no epiphanies or large-scale realizations of any kind.  My 

mental space limited itself, my attention became very singly oriented to this cycle of 

very small tasks that I knew would eventually accomplish a larger task.  I became 

highly aware of smaller and smaller details of my performance; one nail in particular 

caused me much greater trouble than the others because I'd placed it in the crack 

between two bricks of foam (which, you'll recall, were held together mostly with 

gaffer's tape), and without as firm a foundation this nail was prone to shifting out of 

place.  I frequently returned to correct its position after having placed another nail.  

My fingers were stained black with metal shavings from the nails.  I was grateful for a 
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certain corner of the tabletop where I could rest my elbow and adjust nails at the same 

time.  The heads of the nails had an interesting texture that reminded me of the surface 

of hammered bronze objects.  I found that there were ways of gripping nails that gave 

me more purchase in pulling or pushing them, and that I could control them more if I 

manipulated from the base, and that I had to change my hand position to place nails as 

the line became more dense.  I was conscious of my legs becoming tired from the 

constant standing and squatting and kneeling, but at the time that discomfort didn't 

register as particularly important.6  It was simply another reason to move slowly.  I 

almost laughed when I pulled a crooked nail out of the box because I was so surprised 

by its appearance.  Toward the end of the piece I was aware that Wagner's Siegfried 

Idyll was playing somewhere else in the building and I could tell that daylight was 

diminishing. 

 I was oblivious to certain other aspects of the piece.  Todd Moellenberg, who 

watched for about two and a half hours, mentioned to me that he liked the sound made 

by a nail entering foam, and I realized I'd been so preoccupied in those moments with 

making sure my placement was correct that I paid no attention to this piece of aural 

information.  I didn't know for sure who was watching at any given time since I didn't 

look up to see.  I also didn't realize that there was a vantage point looking out on my 

performance space from the second floor, and a few people came and went from that 

location without my knowing at the time.  I was, however, highly aware of when 

someone came or went.  I believe I was completely alone at one point for about 20 

minutes.  Some elements of the performance were impossible for me to witness at the 
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same time as performing, and were described to me by three long-time observers 

whom I interviewed afterward. 

 I'll admit that going into this project I was interested in realizing Young's piece 

for personal reasons.  I wanted to present Composition 1960 #10 less because I 

thought it would be an interesting spectacle for an audience to watch and more 

because I was curious what would happen to me if I did it.  In his letter to Tudor, 

Young also suggests an early concept he had for realizing the piece as being a solitary 

exercise, possibly without an audience at all: 

when I first though of the first piece (1960 #10) of this bunch I didn't 
even necessarily think of it being done in concert in fact I thought of it 
as a somewhat private piece in which someone would begin drawing a 
line all alone—a straight line + would just follow it and follow it + 
follow it  + I usually saw pictures of it out in a desert going for miles + 
miles and always straight and over + under whatever but straight + it 
would be very long.7 
 

As I was conceiving of my realization, the audience, to my thinking, would serve as an 

enforcing body, and that by being observed I would stay motivated to accomplish 

exactly the task that I set out to do or risk public judgment.  The irony is that it seems 

clear from talking to those who stayed that they had more to say about their experience 

of the piece than I do. 

 

Brian 

 

 Brian stayed from the beginning of the performance until around 2:30, though 

like me his sense of the passage of time was more tenuous than normal.8  Of the 
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people I interviewed he most emphasized the visceral nature of his response to the 

piece.  He mentioned more than once his strong aggravation-satisfaction response that 

corresponded with the constant cycles of nonalignment-to-alignment in my 

performance.  He was acutely aware of nails when they weren't in their correct place, 

and compared the desire to see them righted and the gratification when they eventually 

were with hearing dissonance resolve in tonal music.  He also expressed a desire to 

participate in the performance, and said that a part of him wanted to help me carry out 

my task, and in resisting that helper's urge he created additional tension in the piece 

for himself. 

 Brian spoke a fair amount about the importance of the environment in which 

the performance took place.  The lobby of the concert hall features a wall of windows 

that face out onto a patio bounded by bamboo plants (all growing vertically) and a 

small metal fence.  The interior of the Conrad Prebys Music Center is designed in a 

way that similarly emphasizes the vertical and horizontal structural beams that support 

the building and dominate the architecture.  Brian observed that this realization of 

Composition 1960 #10 not only highlighted the machine-made “straight” lines that 

dominated the performance space, but with its small, sustained point of focus in such 

an area it also created a psychological space in which his mental processes were 

slowed down and steadied.  His attention to fine details began to run parallel with 

mine, or at least ran sympathetically with mine, since I was not in a position to be 

noticing most of the visual aspects of my surroundings.   

 He also spent some time thinking about my process.  When I spoke with him, 
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Brian was very keen on expressing his astonishment at how densely I had decided to 

place the nails (I finished after I had a line of more or less head-to-head nails), with 

each new subdivision of space with a nail in my performance coming as something of 

a surprise to him.  That my placement order was rather scattershot was unexpected to 

him, especially given the rigor with which I attended to other aspects of creating the 

line.  (I'll admit that the order of nail placement was not something I'd given much 

thought to, and more than one person asked me why I didn't start from one end and fill 

in nails along the line.  In speaking further with my father, he confirmed that 

interpolative methods are most accurate when points along a line are determined not 

by starting at one endpoint and moving toward the other, but rather by determining the 

midpoint between the two endpoints, then the midpoint from each endpoint to the first 

midpoint, then midpoints between those midpoints, etc.  Mine was a less strictly 

systematic approach to this method, but certainly mimicked it.)  Brian remarked as 

well that the flawed nature of the medium (each nail was decidedly different from the 

next) also bore some thinking about, and for him the tension between the clearly 

imperfect medium and the exacting nature of the process created a dynamic interest 

that (for him at least) sustained itself for quite a bit of the performance. 

 

Todd 

 

 Todd stayed for the longest amount of time of anyone in the audience.  He 

showed up after I'd started the performance, by his reckoning at about 1:15.  He 
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watched until 2:00, and then returned half an hour later and remained until the end at 

4:30.9  In talking with me, Todd emphasized how he had experienced the piece as a 

musical event, that my cycles of placement and leveling read to him as rhythmic. 

Although this repetitive sequence continued for the duration of the performance, Todd 

noted that the larger process shifted slowly as time passed, and the internal rhythm of 

how much time I would spend placing a nail, or leveling it, or checking it with the 

string, or evaluating the line as a whole, changed in proportion to how many nails I 

had driven.  There was for him “an element of surprise” when I paused for a while to 

check the line's straightness before continuing the process of filling it in.  He 

commented too, that the atmosphere of the performance was similar to most classical 

music concert experiences in that the audience was “religiously” silent and generally 

remained stationary.  I did not request silence or stillness before starting, and was 

myself interested to see that this was the public's reaction to this performance 

situation.  Todd did point out that this may have had something to do with the fact that 

I as a performer pointedly ignored the audience and so created a psychological 

distance between myself and them, and that my deliberateness in doing my task 

carried over as an action to be quietly respected.  Todd was also conscious of the 

ambient sounds happening throughout the performance, and understood himself to be 

having a somewhat Cagean experience in hearing the sounds of buses as they passed 

periodically, the conversations of people walking down the hallway, and snippets of a 

dress rehearsal happening inside the concert hall. 

 More than once Todd counted the number of nails I'd placed.  (It was from him 
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that I learned that I'd only placed 15 nails by 2:00.)  I didn't think to do this, either 

during the process or even afterward, and was surprised when not only Todd but other 

members of the audience informed me of how many nails I had placed when they had 

left.  The end count was 65, though it really never occurred to me that quantifying 

what I had done would be a valuable or interesting thing.   

 Both Brian and Todd expressed that they'd each had strong feelings of 

psychological connection to me and what I was doing.  Brian would try to guess where 

I would place the next nail, and “as often as not be totally wrong,” but when I did 

place a nail in the expected location or when I did attend to a crookedness that he had 

noticed, he said he felt a kinship of intent.  Todd, commenting about the drama of 

witnessing my prolonged concentration, said, “I started to feel like I knew what you 

were thinking,” and that my intentions with each object I handled were clear to him, 

by proxy becoming his intentions as well.  

 

Dustin 

 One of Dustin's first comments to me at the start of our interview was that he 

“hadn't expected to want to stay.”10  I asked him what had kept him there (he stayed 

from 12:50 until 2:00 and then returned at 4:00 and stayed until the end), and he said 

that he experienced a pattern in himself of attentiveness and “zoning out,” and though 

he was sometimes bored, inevitably this would give way to noticing some new detail 

or aspect of the piece that he hadn't before.  He would then mull this thought-object 

over for a while, become bored again, and then find something else of interest.  He 
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contented himself with this cycle of caring and not caring, of new information 

separated by periods of nothing, waiting for the next thing to present itself, saying  

“those moments of being fully in made it worth it.”   

 Dustin mentioned the value of performances like this for creating a space for 

stillness in the lives of the audience.  “You could have been doing anything simple and 

abstract, as long as it was that deliberate,” he told me, “and it would have created a 

similar space for an audience to sit and just think.”  Composition 1960 #10 essentially 

gave him an opportunity to take time away from the rest of his day and be quiet with 

himself. 

* * * 

 If there is any great revelation for me to have, I suppose it is simply that this 

performance did not end up being for me.  The nature of the task did not allow me as 

the performer the same space of thought that it allowed the audience.  I could not think 

metaphysically or metaphorically because I had to concentrate on the nails and their 

straightness.  There's something pleasing to me about this perversity, that this piece 

belongs more to its observers than to its creator, that I was so intent on it that I was 

necessarily and unavoidably blind to its larger affect and implications, and that if I had 

tried to own it more, if I had removed myself enough from the minutiae of nail to nail 

to nail to try to grasp the bigger picture of what I was doing, then the performance 

would have been less accurate and so also less compelling.  The implications here for 

a performer are clear enough—that single-mindedness of intent is interesting.  A 

performer who by the necessity of what she must do buries herself in the task at hand, 
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attending to details because they are pivotal to the success of the performance, creates 

a performance environment that engages the observers by challenging them to pay as 

close attention to the activity at hand as the performer.  I'm intrigued too by the 

possibility of remove that this type of attention offers the performer, that is, that the 

action itself becomes so important that whoever is performing that action becomes 

sidelined to the event itself.  The idea of a performer who has “something to share” is 

cast out in this formula; she is simply someone carrying out a painstaking task without 

concern for the audience, who simply happen to be there to observe a task as it's being 

carried out.  I'm curious to see how this idea of single-mindedness can play out in 

other performance settings, musical or otherwise.  Time, experimentation, and careful 

observation will all be necessary before I can come to further conclusions. 
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Monte Young (New York: H. Friedrich), 1970. 
2 Jeremy Grimshaw, Draw a Straight Line and Follow It: The Music and Mysticism of La Monte 
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3 Charles Curtis. In conversation. 21 Oct. 2011. 
4 Edward Kuester.  In conversation. 21 Oct. 2011. 
5 La Monte Young, letter to David Tudor, undated, from the Getty Research Institute Special 

Collections. 
6    As of writing this essay, my legs are still stiff enough that I continue having some difficulty going  
      up and down stairs. 
7 La Monte Young, letter to David Tudor, undated, from the Getty Research Institute Special 

Collections. 
8    Brian Griffeath-Loeb, personal interview, 6 Dec. 2011. (applies to entire section) 
9 Todd Moellenberg, personal interview, 6 Dec. 2011. (applies to entire section) 
10 Dustin Donahue, personal interview, 6 Dec. 2011. (applies to entire section) 
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II.  Notes on Conceiving and Performing the Concert Repetetion Ripitition 

 

 I chose title of this concert, Repetetion Ripitition, to highlight the pieces' 

different approaches to the idea of repeating sounds within musical and linguistic 

structures.  The program was comprised of three musical compositions set alongside 

three text/vocalized compositions: Leonin's Haec Dies Quam Fecit Dominus, Robert 

Schumann's Drei Fantasiestücke op. 73, the work by myself called Box Piece, Emmett 

Williams's Cellar Song for Five Voices, my poem Improvisation I, and Alvin Lucier's 

Still and Moving Lines of Silence in Families of Hyperbolas no. 4 for horn and sine 

wave oscillator.  The concert was performed by myself playing horn and speaking, the 

trombonist Eric Starr, pianist Todd Moellenberg, and speakers Leslie Leytham, 

Clinton McCallum, Amanda Qassar, and Bonnie Whiting Smith.  Although issues of 

repetition tie all these works to each other, another driving factor in how I selected and 

ordered these pieces are questions I have about the effect of recontextualizing pre-

existing works in performance settings that make the familiar seem unfamiliar, and 

sometimes vice versa.  I'll deal with these two issues as they manifest themselves in 

each piece, addressing also the intent of my programming in comparison with how the 

performance actually went. 

 

Leonin 

I chose to begin the concert with an arrangement for horn and trombone of 

Leonin’s Haec Dies Quam Fecit Dominus from the early 13th century compilation of 
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organum Magnus Liber Organi. I was interested in the piece for its stylistic and 

temporal distinctness from the other works on the program, and also for its sideways 

kinship with Lucier’s Still and Moving Lines of Silence in Families of Hyperbolas, 

which ended the concert.  Both piece are scored for two voices, Leonin’s in standard 

organum duplum with the lower voice (in this case, the horn) playing the slow-moving 

plainchant and the upper voice (the trombone) playing a descant line written to 

ornament the pre-existing chant melody.  The two voices commonly relate to each 

other in intervals of octaves or fifths, harmonically sparse in typical early medieval 

fashion.  Still and Moving Lines no. 4, written some 900 years later (1973-74), features 

a sustained sine tone playing 233 Hz, and here it is the horn soloist who presents the 

second and more active voice alongside this stable pitch, playing long tones either 

slightly above or below it to produce beating patterns at increasing speeds.  Beyond 

sparse, there is no functional harmony here to speak of, only the sounds of two closely 

tuned waves interfering with each other. 

 

Schumann  

 Robert Schumann wrote his Drei Fantasiestücke op. 73 for clarinet and piano 

in Dresden during a surge of creative and compositional energy in early 1849. He 

indicates in the score that the instrumental part could also be played on violin or cello.  

Performances of these pieces today are particularly common on cello, though op. 73 

has been co-opted for performance by a variety of other instruments, including horn, 

as evidenced by a transcription by Kazimierz Machala published in 1995.  
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The Fantasiestücke at first strike the listener as very straightforward, all in  

easily discernible ternary forms, and all quite harmonically stable, the first piece 

firmly established in a minor, and the second and third in A major with a brief 

departure to F major in the second and a short remembrance of a minor in the third.   

This all falls within the norm for sets of simple romantic miniatures, but when 

examining how Schumann deals with melodic repetition and return, the pieces take on 

an noticeably static quality. Melodies and their accompaniments repeat (sometimes 

more than once) in each piece with no internal development or harmonic evolution and 

little to no change in the accompanimental line.  For instance in no. 1, “Zart und mit 

Ausdruck,” the opening section from mm. 1-18 is repeated verbatim in mm. 37-54, the 

rest of the movement comprised of the arpeggiated middle section from mm. 26-36 

and the coda from mm. 58-69.  No. 2, “Lebhaft, leicht,” is particularly unabashed in its 

melodic repetition, and includes both structural repeats signs notated in the B section 

(mm. 27-34 and 35-50) as well as written out identical recurrences of the melodic 

material in the A section, mm. 1-33, with exact reprisals of the same material in the 

recap of the A section mm. 51-63.  No. 3 is much the same: the A section of the piece 

from mm. 1-8 repeats with only a slight change at the beginning in mm. 48-55.  The 

first B section in mm. 9-24 is written with a repeat, and is reiterated again note for 

note after the second A section, in mm. 56-70. The middle section, which dips into a 

minor, is an 8-bar phrase and its consequent 14-bar phrase, each flanked with repeat 

signs. In addition to repetitions internal to each piece, there are also rehashings of 

melodic material across the three pieces as a whole.  The coda of no. 3, for instance, 
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the instrumental line begins with the same melody as at the beginning of no. 2, 

somewhat octavated, but nonetheless in the same key of A major.  In mm. 13-14 of 

section A in that same movement, there is also a reference to the principal melody at 

the opening of no. 1.   

What to listen for in a piece with no structural revelations, little harmonic 

development and virtually no melodic development, especially when what melodic 

material there is is so insistantly reiterative?  Schumann creates some interest in the 

textural interplay between the piano and the solo line.  He often writes running triplets 

in the piano part that rub up against eighth note figures in the instrumental part, and 

then switches those roles, putting the triplets in the solo part and the duples in the 

piano to generate an unstable push-pull type of forward momentum appreciable even 

at slow tempos.   

And it's worth pointing out that while I initially thought of Schumann's 

decision to repeat melodic lines identically in the Fantasiestücke as somewhat odd, 

even developmentally stunted, that move makes more sense in light of what else he 

was composing at the time, namely, songs.  The Fantasiestücke op. 73 were written in 

February of 1849, and while there are some other small chamber and solo piano pieces 

from this time (Adagio and Allegro op. 70 for horn and piano was finished just before 

the  Fantasiestücke, as well as the Bilder aus Osten op.66 for four hands piano and 

Waldscenen op.82, a set of nine piano miniatures), the bulk of Schumann's output 

around this time was vocal music.  He completed ten sets of songs for soloists or 

choirs between 1847 and 1849, and echoes of 19th century song structure no doubt 
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inform the melodic returns in the Fantasiestücke.2  The pieces in op. 73 aren't strophic, 

but their exact repetition of thematic material certainly resembles that of many song 

forms from that era in which each new verse is set with a return to the same melody.  

Heard in this way, almost as songs without words, the Fantasiestücke sound less 

insistent and nondevelopmental and more simply (perhaps even innocently) content 

with hearing the melodies as they are, and then hearing them once or twice again the 

same way, and even perhaps then hearing echoes of them in subsequent movements.  

Development isn't necessary within such short miniatures, and I think the thematic 

stasis, if we want to call it that, only signifies the way in which the material is pleased 

with itself.  

 

Box Piece  

Box Piece was the first of two vocalized pieces that I programmed between the  

movements of Schumann’s op. 73, the second being Emmett Williams’s Cellar Song 

for Five Voices.  In Box Piece, which I created, four performers climb into four 

30”x30”x30” black wooden boxes scattered around the stage before the house is 

opened to the audience, so that no one can see them entering their boxes.  Each 

performer has a 6-minute click track set at the rate of 60 beats per minute.  At a 

predetermined time (in this case, at the beginning of the first movement of the 

Schumann) the performers start their click tracks, wait 190 beats (or a little over 3 

minutes, which is about the duration of the Schumann), and then scream simple 

looping rhythms into towels in time with the clicks until the tracks end (about 2:50 
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after the screaming starts).  I designed the piece such that the performers would all 

start their tracks at around the same time (when each heard the first piece of the 

Fantasiestücke begin), but that exact coordination of the click would be impossible.  

This is simply because I was interested not so much in the exact resulting rhythmic 

pattern made by the composite of the screams, but just in the fact that there would be a 

pattern and that it would hocket. 

Part of the goal of this piece was to decontextualize the human scream from 

some of its emotional and social associations and examine it instead as more neutral 

sound material.  I approached this with the understanding that the scream is heavily 

laden with psychological baggage, and with that in mind I wasn't trying to make the 

sound totally unrecognizable (which I imagine would require some audio processing), 

but rather to see how much I could distance the sound from its viscerally negative 

connotations.  I muffled the volume by putting the performers in boxes and having 

them scream into absorbent materials. I hid the performers' bodies both to dissociate 

the sound from its human source and more specifically to prevent the audience from 

witnessing the physical exertion screaming requires.  I organized the screams into 

simple rhythmic units to make them responses not to distressing emotional or physical 

stimulae but instead to a regulated click.  While it would have been possible to create a 

piece in which rhythmic screaming was a result of painful stimulae (e.g. electric 

shocks given at regular intervals), there was no evidence in this piece of administering 

pain to the performers (that they emerge unharmed from their boxes after the end of 

the piece confirms this).   And I made the piece long enough and repetitive enough 
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that any initial surprise the audience might experience when hearing these sounds 

would have time to diffuse, leaving listeners with the space to pay attention to 

rhythmic patterns, timbral differences between different screamers, and other objective 

sound phenomena. 

 Besides coupling the Fantasiestücke with pieces that would never have been 

performed contemporaneously with them (indeed, none of the rest of this concert's 

program was concerned with expressivity pursued through any sort of romantic lens), 

and playing them on horn, which certainly didn’t happen during Schumann’s lifetime, 

I further removed the stücke from their standard context by separating them.  The 

score instructs that each be played attacca, and narratively they certainly function as a 

whole comprised of three sections (see the thematic connections across movements 

that I point out above).  I decided, however, to put Box Piece and Cellar Song for Five 

Voices between the three Fantasiestücke.  The first departure ended up being far more 

dramatic in performance than I had anticipated.  Certainly I expected that distant 

screaming hockets emerging as the Schumann reached its final cadence to be 

disorienting, but the affect was more extreme than I anticipated, first aesthetically 

shocking and then, after the piece had ended and with the start of the second stücke, 

almost absurdly callous.  Part of the humor of Box Piece I'd been aware of from the 

sound checks—the different styles and timbres of the performers' screams were in 

themselves amusing simply in their juxtaposition (one performer was a man, and his 

cries were significantly lower-pitched than his female counterparts', and another 

performer's screams, in length and contour were particularly reminiscent of mid-20th 
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century horror films).  In spite of this, I was all the same quite surprised by the jarring 

way Box Piece transitioned into the continuation of op. 73.  In comparison with the 

sparse, bizarre, and somewhat humorous screaming world of the former, the latter was 

so lushly tonal and emotionally earnest that it seemed to start almost without knowing 

what sound environment it had just emerged from.  The transition (even as I was 

playing it) struck me as borderline disrespectful in some way, almost as if I had taken 

full advantage of a naïve person rather than simply cast him in an unusual light, which 

had been my original intent. 

 My interest in setting unlike things next to each other is in how each can 

highlight some aspect of its partner that might have gone unnoticed had the partner 

been presented on its own.  In this case, I was thinking of how the lushness of 

Schumann's textures and 19th century expressivity might be thrown into striking (but 

not strident) contrast with spoken works of an extremely spare and non-harmonic 

nature.  I have some concern that what happened instead was that the pieces were so 

different that in juxtaposing them they oversimplified each other, making caricatures 

of each other rather than elucidating connections between works or bringing to light 

their less immediately apparent attributes.  With Box Piece, for instance, I wasn't 

interested in making a primarily funny piece.  I see nothing wrong with a performance 

having humorous elements, to be sure, but I didn't want the purpose of the piece to lie 

in getting yuks from the audience, which it certainly did.  And no. 2 of the Schumann 

came as such an aesthetic shock after Box Piece that it seems to me to have lost much 

of its own feeling of peculiarity brought on by the relentless thematic repetition I 
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discussed above.  It became instead a musical object typified by its genre, the piece 

that was funny because it was romantic and emerged after a screamed piece.  After the 

shock of the transition had worn off, most likely at least half of the three-minute piece 

would be over (the Box Piece performers emerging from their boxes providing another 

distraction in the meantime) and the audience would not have had much opportunity to 

perceive the piece as the oddity that it is.  I don't think all the juxtapositions in this 

program worked this way (I still believe that the Leonin and Lucier pieces have much 

to say about each other), but this was certainly for me the most noticeable moment of 

psychological dissonance from that evening, and it's worth drawing the comparison 

with other less startling couplings if only to think about why those “worked” and why 

this pairing “didn't work.” 

 

Williams 

 Cellar Song for Five Voices appeared in the 1963 publication An Anthology of 

Chance Operations edited by La Monte Young.2  Williams uses only the text 

“somewhere bluebirds are flying high in the sky. in the cellar, even blackbirds are 

extinct” split into five separate phrases (“somewhere”, “bluebirds are flying”, “high in 

the sky.”, “in the cellar”, and “even blackbirds are extinct”), with one phrase assigned 

to each performer.  Those five phrases are then systematically rearranged until all 

possible combinations have been presented, ending in the reverse order of how the 

piece began.  Williams is known as one of the major American concrete poets, and 

even this work from early in his career, which some might consider a performance 
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score, also bears the hallmark of his later and more purely visual poems.  The text is 

printed in a solid block without any stanza breaks, each line beginning a new iteration 

of the five phrases.  It’s apparent from a glance at the page which phrases maintain 

their positions and which shift from line to line (see Appendix B for a transcription of 

the original printing of “Cellar Song”).  I wanted to make the piece resemble in sound 

the way it appears on the page, so the performers repeated their given line with the 

same inflection throughout the piece and there were slight pauses at line breaks to 

emphasize the five-phrase line-units as they passed.  The performance lasts about 14 

minutes and after the first few minutes have passed, the semantic meaning is mostly 

forgotten in the interest of listening to patterns of speech sound.  As a performer, too, 

it was easy to be falsely lulled into the sway of the repetitive language. 

 This was the second work (after Box Piece) presented between movements of 

Schumann’s Fantasiestücke. It bears some resemblance to the hocketting vocalization 

of the Box Piece, but carries out permutations of much less material for a much longer 

period of time.  These two pieces I selected because their formal and expressive 

constraint as well as the use of the speaking voice seemed compelling as a foil to 

Schumann’s characteristically expressive and purely instrumental music, and I 

expected the strictness of the former to highlight the harmonically emotive qualities of 

the latter and vice versa. 

 
 
Improvisation I 
 
 I intended the title Improvisation I to be less a description of the creative 
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process of writing this poem and more an indication of the intended affect of either 

silently reading the piece to oneself or hearing it performed aloud.  I sought in writing 

this poem to highlight the performative nature of language from a number of different 

angles.  (Readers can find the piece in the Sound Poems section of this thesis).  While 

I did write the piece somewhat intuitively, my process was by no means approached 

the velocity or laissez faire quality of stream of consciousness writing, and I was 

careful to reinforce thematic and linguistic links across sections of the piece.  It was 

important to me that this work be free to pursue what it would in terms of content and 

language (as with other types of improvisations), but also for the writing to refer back 

to itself within this freedom, often in a transformed way (for instance, “thick as 

sieves” occurring after “a classic thief,” or the recurrence of the word “upchuck” in 

different environments).   

 The structure, like the language itself, is at once organic and self-contained, 

mostly operating in unlineated stanzas with occasional departures to other divisions of 

the page and the poetic line.  I wanted the semantic aspect of the poem to mimic 

melody, that is, for the material in sentences and even in entire sections to hang 

together as larger units, and for there to be at least fleeting impressions of coherence 

or “meaning” within these units even if it was quickly subsumed again by the flow of 

text sounds. 

 Rhythmically the piece stays within certain sentence-like lengths of phrases as 

well as syntactical structures, but again there are some departures either to unusually 

lineated text (as at the beginning) or to fragmentation of the sentence form itself.  
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Sometimes sentences seem to end before they are meant to, while other sentences have 

more words than are syntactically necessary. 

 Part of the idea of improvisation to me is having the sense that the material is 

reacting to something that has just occurred, or reinventing old and clichéd materials.  

Linguistically this plays out here with deliberate reworkings of common English 

phrases, either through word substitution or misspelling (as with “you know what I 

neam” and “can't stay old forever”).  More often, though, I'm simply interested in 

juxtaposing words and images that semantically don't belong together, another 

instance of defamiliarizing and recontextualizing the language I (and much of my 

audience) use in day-to-day life.  Here again, I don't want to render an everyday 

material unrecognizable, as is fairly common practice with many contemporary 

language poets.  In this case I want readers and listeners to keep a tenuous grasp on the 

meaning of the language (and indeed, at times, on the emotion of the language), and to 

feel themselves teeter just on the edge of departing from that world completely.   

  

Lucier 

 The score of Alvin Lucier's Still and Moving Lines of Silence in Families of 

Hyperbolas is a set of written directions for the soloists (and, in an early version, 

dancers).  In his book Reflections, a collection including many of his instruction 

scores, Lucier outlines the intent of the piece as a whole and describes the procedure 

for the each movement: 

Still and Moving Lines of Silence in Families of Hyperbolas, Part I, 
Numbers 1-4, consists of four solos, for clarinet, female voice, flute, 
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and horn in F, played by four players, with one assistant with two sine 
wave oscillators. 
 During each solo, the player plays or sings sixteen long tones of 
twenty to thirty seconds duration, separated by silences of five to ten 
seconds duration, against one or two sine waves.  The sine wave are 
generated by audio oscillators tuned to specific pitches. The musicians, 
on the other hand, vary the pitches of their sounds microtonally, 
producing audible beats of different speeds against the stationary 
waves.   
 The four players are positioned across the stage, from left to 
right, in the following order: clarinet; soprano; flute; horn. Two 
loudspeakers are placed on either side of the stage.3 

 

Lucier describes the horn movement (no. 4) thus: 

 
Oscillator tuning and placement: B-flat at 233 hertz, right channel. 
 Start in unison with the pure wave; then step up a few cycles, 
then down a few cycles below the wave, the upward and downward, 
with each succeeding breath, forming an outward wedge pattern, 
stopping several cycles above the pure wave, by the sixteenth tone.4 
 
 

 The procedure of these pieces is extremely simple and quite repetitive: with 

one or two standing waves, soloists play at regular intervals long pitches close enough 

to cause very apparent beating.  But by including a part for dancers in an earlier 

version of this piece (which uses two speakers with sine waves instead of one sine 

wave and a soloist), Lucier makes clear that Still and Moving Lines is as much about 

spatial perception as it is about aural perception: 

 
Create standing waves in space caused by constructive and destructive 
interference patterns among sine waves from loudspeakers. […] Design 
sound geographies for dancers consisting of troughs and crests of soft 
and loud sound that form in outward-arching, symmetrically mirrored 
hyperbolic curves between the loudspeakers, the size and number of 
which are determined by the frequencies of the sine waves and the 
distances between the loudspeakers.5  
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Although there were no dancers in Still and Moving Lines no. 4, I still became very 

aware of (and in fact quite disoriented by) the spatial element of the work during the 

performance, which I will discuss later. 

 In his article “Origins of a Form: Acoustical Exploration, Science and 

Incessancy,” Lucier discusses the development of his work from the dual interests of 

dealing with stripped-down sound phenomena and presenting those phenomena in 

process-oriented structures, but all in the interest of creating a new kind of musical 

expressivity.  He describes the sound materials of his work with the term “neutral” 

(which I lifted for use in describing my intent with Box Piece), which is to say that 

they are removed from the contexts of musical organization in the Western practice, 

that his are sounds interested in the nature of sounds, rarely pointing to anything 

outside themselves.  Lucier writes: 

 
The neutrality of these structures seemed only to place the performer, 
and therefore the listener, more firmly in the human situation in which 
most people found themselves in that burgeoning technological world.  
Most of the works share a common compositional principle: an action 
or process, set into motion and sustained throughout the course of the 
work, produces unexpected and complex results.  These […] works 
[…] are perhaps closer in spirit to alchemy, whose purpose was to 
transform base metals into pure gold.6 

 
 
 The repetitive (and very slow-moving) nature of the formal structure of Still 

and Moving Lines—the performer plays a long note, takes a small break, plays another 

long note, takes another small break, and so on until the end of the piece—invites 

listeners to notice how surprisingly unrepetitive the individual tones are within the 
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piece.  Although variance in the actual pitch played on the horn is quite small, the 

results are dramatic differences in beating patterns, not only in velocity but also in 

spatial direction—pitches played above the sine tone cause beating to circulate around 

the room in one direction, and pitches played below cycle in the opposite direction. 

Rhythmic predictability becomes a mode of access into what might be an unfamiliar 

world of “pure sounds” interacting, as opposed to an expulsive force or a means of 

defamiliarizing, as it is particularly with the Williams.  

 A piece like Still and Moving Lines which at once emphasizes the nature of the 

space in which it is performed while also maintaining a very slow rate of change 

almost by necessity draws attention to other aspects of the sound environment not 

related to the piece itself.  In my performance, the venue, which was an art gallery 

converted from a warehouse, was not particularly insulated to noise from outside.  By 

the time I played the Lucier, which was last on the program, night had long since 

fallen and the crickets in the neighborhood were in full sway.  However, I didn't 

become conscious of this sound until after I started playing the Lucier, likely because 

the one sound I was listening carefully for—the pulsing in the upper overtones of the 

horn pitch brought on by the beating of the fundamental against the sine tone—resided 

in a similar register as the high-pitched insect calls.  The crickets thrummed away, and 

I noticed pretty immediately that their pulsating patterns were not in sync with the 

beating patterns I was creating.  I was also aware of the ebb and flow of traffic more 

than I'd been all evening, as well as the sound of train whistles signaling from a 

distance.  This awareness of all the other sounds happening in the performance space 
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overtook my awareness as a performer of Lucier’s piece, and, to put it plainly, I got 

lost.   

It was a very immediate sensation—I finished a tone and was suddenly unsure 

of what note should follow it.  It seems a strange thing to say that I lost my place in a 

piece that only required me to play 16 notes, but in reality not only was I lost but I was 

disoriented, not thinking clearly.  I had a progression of finely-tuned fingerings that I 

was using to more accurately produce microtones in the piece, and I simply forgot 

them.  I had vertigo.  And, considering the highly spatial nature of Still and Moving 

Lines, this makes some sense in context.  I had performed this piece twice before and 

in neither instance had I experienced this sensation.  But with crickets and other 

outside noises impressing themselves in the venue, getting distracted during this piece 

could mean not only losing your place in the music but losing your place in terms of 

experiencing the performance space as well.  It’s strangely fitting to me that in a 

concert I designed partly with the intent of disorienting its listeners, that in the end I as 

the performer would also lose my aural footing, so to speak, and be left to deal with 

my own confusion in the moment.  
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III. Sound Poems

* * *

bird

the beautiful beautiful the beautiful dead you must you dead beautiful you the bury 
you bird the beautiful bird the you must bury the you the bird bury the bird the bury 
beautiful you must bury you must bury bury you bury the beautiful bird dead the bird  
you beautiful  must  dead bury must  beautiful  you dead the dead the dead bird the 
beautiful  dead  bird  you  beautiful  dead  bird  you  must  you  must  bird  must  dead 
beautiful beautiful dead beautiful must you the bird bury you must you must bury you 
you must bury the bird you beautiful bury the dead dead dead dead dead bird you bird 
you dead bird you dead beautiful bird you dead beautiful dead bird must the beautiful 
must bird you dead bury dead you beautiful you beautiful you must bury the dead 
beautiful bird you must bury the dead beautiful bird must bury the bird must bury the 
dead must bury the bird you must you bury you the you dead you beautiful you bird 
the bird bird the the you the bird must bury the bird the bury the you beautiful you  
beautiful you beautiful you beautiful you beautiful you beautiful you dead you dead 
you dead the beautiful the dead must bird the beautiful you must bird the beautiful 
dead the beautiful dead beautiful you must beautiful the dead the bird the you bird the 
you bird bird you bird bury you bird bury you bird bury you bird beautiful you bird 
bury you bird you must you must must you must must must you must must must must 
you must must must must must you must must must must must must you must must 
must must must must must you must must must must must must must must you must 
you must bury must bury the bury the beautiful the beautiful dead beautiful dead bird 
dead bird you must must you must bird the bird bird the bird bird dead the bird bird  
dead the dead you bury must bird the dead you dead bird must the must bird the must 
bird you must bird the bird bird bird you must bird the beautiful bird bird you must  
bird the beautiful dead bird you must bury the beautiful dead bird you must bury the 
bird you must bury the dead bird you must bury the bird bury the bird bury the bury 
the bird the you the bird must bury must you bury the bird must you must you must 
bury  the  beautiful  beautiful  bird  the  beautiful  bird  beautiful  bird  beautiful  bird 
beautiful bird beautiful bird the beautiful bird the beautiful bird the beautiful bird the 
beautiful  bird  you  beautiful  bird  the  beautiful  bird  beautiful  bird  beautiful  bird 
beautiful bird bird bird bird bird bird bird bird bird bird you bird you bird you you  
dead must bury the and beautiful dead and you the dead and you and you and the dead 
must bury the beautiful and you the beautiful you you bury you and beautiful and you 
the bird bury the you the bird bury the you and the bird beautiful and dead and dead 
and the you the you bird you beautiful beautiful beautiful bird and dead you dead bury 
and bury the bird bury bird bury beautiful the beautiful and you and you how you bury 
bird and bird bird and bird beautiful bury the dead you how you dead and bird and 
beautiful and dead how dead how must you bury the dead and how beautiful and how 
bird and you how you how you and the dead how and the bird how and the beautiful
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how you dead beautiful and beautiful and beautiful beautiful the bury the bury bird 
you bury how you bury and bury and bury and bury and how you dead the how bird 
the bury bird the beautiful bird and the you bird and the dead how and the bird you 
bird and bird and beautiful and bird how you bird how you bury how you bird how 
you bury how you bird how you bury how you bird how you beautiful how you bird 
how you bird how you bird how you bird and how you dead bird how you bird and 
how you dead bird how you bird and how you dead bird how you bird and how you 
dead bird how you dead the bird and how you bird and how you dead the bird how 
you dead the bird and how you bird and how you dead the bird and how you bird how 
you dead bird and dead bird and dead bird and you you must dead the bird and how 
you must beautiful the bird and you must and how you must and the you must and 
how bird you bird the bird and must bury the how must bury the you and must bird  
you bird the dead bird you bird how could you bury the bury the bird could you must 
you bury the bird must you could you bury the bird how could you and how could you 
and how could you and how must you and how could you how could you the bird the 
must and how could the dead and could the dead the beautiful you beautiful and could 
you could you could you could you the bird could you how could you and could must 
could you and you and you and and and and and and and and and and the dead and the 
dead and the dead must could the dead you could and could the bird you could and 
could the beautiful you could and could the bury you could and could the must you 
could and could the and you could and you could and you and you and you and you 
you bird you the you could ever the bird and you could how could you ever how could 
you and could you the dead could you ever must and bury and bird could you ever bird 
the bird could ever beautiful ever dead and could ever bird ever dead and could ever 
you could ever you could ever you could ever you could ever bury you could ever how 
ever how ever you bury how bird ever dead how you dead ever could ever could ever 
could ever could ever could ever could ever could ever the could ever the could ever 
the could ever the could you the could you the could you ever bury the beautiful dead 
bird and must you ever bury the beautiful dead bird and how could you ever bury the 
beautiful dead bird the ever beautiful ever dead bird the ever bird you ever ever bury 
and bury and bury and bury and you could beautiful the bird and you could dead the 
bird and could could ever the bird and you could bury the bird and you could hear the 
bird the bird the dead bird you could hear the beautiful you could hear you must you 
could hear you must and could you ever ever ever hear the you could you ever ever 
ever ever hear could you ever ever ever ever ever hear ever ever hear the bird and bird 
and bird you hear and the beautiful dead hear you and bury you and bury the bird and 
hear the bird and the beautiful dead must hear you and must bury you and must bury 
the bird and must hear the and ever and ever and ever and could you must hear the 
beautiful dead bird bury the bird and bury and could you and could you and could you 
could you hear the bird and bury the bird and could you hear the bird and bury the bird 
and you hear the bird and bury the bird and hear the bird and bury the bird and hear 
the bird and hear the bird dead and you the dead bird you hear could you hear could 
you could you ever hear how could you ever and how could you ever hear and could 
you ever hear you could hear the you and how you hear you and how could you ever
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and the you you hear and the bird you hear the bird you hear and how the beautiful  
you hear could hear you and could you ever the bird could ever hear the bird and could 
the bird and could the bird and could the could the how could and how ever could ever 
bird dead and beautiful could you ever hear the quiet bird and the dead bird and the 
beautiful bird and could you must you how you ever quiet the dead how you ever hear  
the dead and the bird how beautiful and how quiet and how and how and how and how 
ever quiet you hear the the quiet and how ever dead you must the dead and how and 
how ever beautiful you could the bird and you could the dead and must you could you 
must must you could could you must and could you hear you must you could must 
hear the dead how ever dead the bird and how ever you hear and the beautiful hear and 
the dead hear and the bird hear and the quiet hear and hear and hear and hear and hear  
you how ever quiet and the you quiet you hear how ever and you hear the bird how 
ever quiet and how ever dead the ever quiet quiet the bird the beautiful hear and you 
how ever quiet and how ever quiet and how ever quiet and how ever quiet and how 
ever quiet and you how ever quiet and how ever quiet and how ever quiet and how 
ever quiet and how ever quiet and how ever quiet and how ever quiet and how ever 
you hear could you must hear the bird the bird the bird the dead bird and you and the  
bird the beautiful bird the dead bird the quiet bird the must bird the hear bird the how 
bird the and bird the you bird the ever bird the could bird the must bird the warm bird 
the bird you hear could you hear the bird could you hear the warm bird could you hear 
the quiet bird dead and quiet and could you warm the quiet dead bird could you hear  
how you how warm you and the quiet and the bird and how could you hear and could 
you how could you ever hear how quiet and how quiet and how warm the ever you 
ever you could dead the warm you could dead the quiet you could how dead you bird 
the bird the warm bird the warm dead warm you bird could you hear could you hear 
could you hear could you hear warm you dead and quiet and how dead and how quiet 
and how could you how could you how could you could you how could you how 
could you and how could you how could you and could you how warm you could you 
bird the quiet you bird the dead warm dead you bird the quiet warm dead warm quiet 
warm dead warm quiet warm bird could you ever warm could you ever quiet could 
you ever warm the dead bird could you ever hear the warm bird and you and you bird 
how could you warm how could you quiet how could you ever hear the bird and the 
dead and the bird and you and how you and how you could warm the dead and you 
could warm the dead and you could warm the dead and you could warm the quiet and 
you could quiet the dead and you could quiet the bird and you could hear the warm 
and the bird and the warm and the warm and the warm and the warm and warm the 
warm and warm the warm and the warm and how warm you warm the and could you 
how you could dead the warm the bird the warm the quiet warm the quiet quiet and 
you hear the quiet quiet how ever you hear the quiet warm bird you hear the quiet 
warm birds and how you hear how ever you hear the birds warm and quiet you warm 
the quiet birds you hear and you quiet the warm birds you hear how ever you hear how 
you could ever hear birds you hear and hear the quiet birds and hear the warm birds 
and how could you ever hear how could you how could you ever ever ever hear how 
you could ever hear birds ever the birds quiet and quiet and warm and birds you hear
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could you hear how and how and how could you hear and how could you ever hear 
ever ever the warm quiet birds and birds and warm birds and you quiet how warm the 
birds you birds you birds could you birds could you birds could quiet you birds could 
quiet you birds could you could birds quiet you and you could how you could how 
could you quiet and warm the birds you birds and birds and birds and birds and birds 
and birds and quiet and quiet quiet and you quiet quiet quiet and you hear quiet quiet 
quiet quiet and you hear the quiet quiet quiet quiet quiet and you hear the quiet quiet  
quiet quiet quiet quiet birds and you hear how the quiet quiet quiet quiet quiet quiet 
quiet birds warm the birds the warm and quiet quiet quiet quiet quiet quiet quite quiet 
birds and how could you hear how could you ever hear the warm quiet birds hear the 
birds and hear warm birds the hear quiet birds the you birds the you birds the you how 
you birds and hear birds warm and hear how birds quiet birds and warm birds you hear 
and the birds you ever hear you hear warm and you quiet birds and how ever warm 
you birds you hear birds you hear birds you hear birds you hear birds you hear birds 
you hear birds you hear birds you hear birds you hear birds you hear birds you hear 
birds you hear birds and birds and birds and birds and birds and birds and birds and 
birds and birds and birds
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* * *

For C.G. with Thanks

prone to  

we are  
fat and peninsular  

a longed gradience  
intensely felt, like a grove  

here comes the poster child,  
gradually. share him with me.  

only because I wanted to know  
where they had gone.  
a likelihood surface.  

a concordance of sleeves.  

the greatest audient is  
mutual gross.  

  
  won't begin here

  creep around with milk

  premaculated,
  she premaculated.

  O museumer, 
  you'll recall that as brinkmanship.

  plicker and pleel
  a sictodiarama.
  inconnution baa baa baa baa baa
  and impressible noise sheared off
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leckoning,  
brackish, brinkish:  

we could have fought until afternoon  
and then throughout.  

would you please hold this for a moment.  
would you please hold this for a moment.  
would you please hold this for a moment.  
would you please hold this for a moment.  
would you please hold this for a moment.  
would you please hold this for a moment.  
would you please hold this for a moment.  
would you please hold this for a moment.  
would you please hold this for a moment.  
would you please hold this for a moment.  

  I will feature himself.
  I still have to put it on you.
  drove into clocks all night, and became
  something of a dancer or a creek.
  swore up and down.

  I think she will find me incomparable.
  I think she will find me incomparable.
  I think she will find me incomparable.
  I think she will find me incomparable.
  I think she will find me incomparable.
  I think she will find me incomparable.
  I think she will find me incomparable.
  I think she will find me incomparable.
  I think she will find me incomparable.
  I think she will find me incomparable.
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* * *

Improvisation I

Grounded outwards. Who is 
a complete feminist myst
ery. Can't help going down
in freight, a classic thief, 
flustered. Who had precon
ceived and preconceived, who
had bordered on unfixated,
who winked without thinking
much of it.

Sharing among neighbors the way you warm to a certain formation in the spring.  Do 
come on over.  Had been trailing out amongst the ponds and how they were leaning 
into themselves, that's something you'd wait for anyway.  Should you be so lucky.

I can't no one until they are all no one smiling up, up, and you too.  Convince yourself.

I have never seen you so pleased and so uneasy.  Who reflects in the cupboards and the 
dirty windows, and who noiselessly follows past the afternoon.  I wish someone had 
offered some kind of skein, a little teaser for later on but before the alarms son.  Don't 
know how much more older I could get.

And before all of that, before the constant and the arrivals and the arrivers and the 
preaked constant, before I ever, ever considered what materials there were to do no 
thing with, before that slight castinet or how we all made baskets.  You know what I 
neam.   I  mean,  God  help  us  minuscule  creatures,  our  traffic  and  chipped  lawns. 
Before that, we.

practice cursing.
thick as seives.
who couldn't 
misnomer, misnomer, misnomer, 
leave it.
paroxysms for those
with repleat
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greens to aches
show up.
corollaries and then
their corollaries.
small infestation of
child hucksters
your upchuck reasoning
grill it.
leave it out.
drop out.

Who went far afield.  That's the man who slaved and caved.  Who could squeeze the 
life out of.  That's how we cook the cow around here, can't stay old forever.

Look,  okay,  look:  we  have  walked  twenty  miles,  ten  of  them inclement,  and  we 
grounded down the mountains for patties, and you have never looked so find in all 
your life.  Track down those loves.  Dip them in the ponds.  We have looked long 
enough that the walls have molded down, boy what a way for a structure.  I say you 
give  it  all  you  want  and  still  by  November  you're  freezing  in  all  those  exposed 
collected parts.  But don't you dare call it quintessential. 

The winter can calve on his own.  You recognize that, and it's a little comb-over job. 
That's  where  all  those loose  clam-husks  have  been coming from.   And before  he 
whisks it away, before he lays it down beneath the sink and whispers goodbye, you 
don't know how he should consider that.  You know.

You could take it as a sort of vaginal canal, certainly not to be tampered with.  Get  
love in all the ways you can figure.  Avoid burglaries.  Car-jackings.  Curl up, did the 
best you could.

This is not the season for any kind of ocean, or any kind devotion.  That was blasted in 
the last takeover.  You've been running low, down to the bone, really, can't mask that 
without  gulls  or  at  least  however  you  fled  before.   It's  a  sinking  feeling,  you 
manufactured a pie and that plagued you.  Like I always say, we all grow and jerk 
across and plus all the rest of those jerks too.

Who does far reaches make sense to?  A primrose morning, the tin can full of lard, 
leftover plastic wrap, and that shitty,  shitty music.   Bolted boxes,  recall  items, the 
sands of time.  Made want with.  Cheered in choruses.  Your lackluster brother.  I'll
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take the bleaker hour tomorrow, please.

Got cramped up into needing or sewing.  Practiced as a bastard.  He has this way of  
coming into a situation feet first with a sack on and a brick and he'll let you know, too.  
Always a frame, always excuses and misrenderings, don't hold your breath desiring 
that leg of beef.  Wait a minute, I'll mimic him, are you ready?  Here he is:

fabricant-
neoxylism-
unducated-
pendition-
coactitate-
shamless-
interpolarity-
rethymilize-
quanticular-
huimblant-
vectrone.

Next: hinges.  Black and fourth.  In and doubt.

Or comforter, plilant.  Rescued in circles.  The grim scream.  Take your baste, make 
the waste-maker, repeat.  No one is for people concerned with paper and toys and self-
refereeing.  Don't lose it.  Crept upon us with no warning.

If it upchucks here, I swear, I swear it.  A glass vahz brings out the beastly in all of us, 
and god I wish she still sang like she used to, the smell of fish and brightness.  The 
season is closed for the season, however; we'll have to make our home elsewhere. 
Blow the catalytic converter, reminisce toward some bifunctional melodrama, screw 
the consequence, unmask the situation however it stands.  Oh you.

Who said something to the effect of.  Who warbled on about the nasty weather.  Who 
slanted and slunk around the table.  Who wished and cringed and begat and prorated 
and fought and wished and necked and stymied and forsook and wrenched and blazed 
and figured and doodled and contributed and massacred and predisposed and troubled 
and clammered and who, who and who.

They said they felt perfectly final.
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* * *

List of Sounds

1.
i feel only about being in this room a box

2.
and how gray whereas especially in the stomach

3.
graped and lowered

4.
loudness will my head loudness

5.
a honker a prefab a spill

6.
basked a stench and finite ticking

7.
fan out and be flattered

8.
that's all i wanted creaturely

9.
we having tarred myself this way before

10.
i will pick a cold side rotten 
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11.
please in what grossly you habituate

12.
if the hills were ravenous and scissored they were

13.
you as if a cloud to the face

14.
or you clammed up

15.
won't not bite for architecture

16.
tantamount to resurrections

17.
buzz and bristle and yet my makeshift blues offering

18.
collateral they would boast about at shows

19.
the refrain becomes more the way you own metal

20.
almost if i again prayed
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* * *

sleep

for two speakers

instructions for performers:
begin reading the text simultaneously
speak quietly and at your own pace
take plenty of time

I wish I was faded
old grass
was just hoping

make sure the doors are locked
a warm cup of tea but instead
of water it's made with oil
you steep plants in oil
I just wanted to tell you
these waves of dark on top of dark

I know I took the clock down
I know I took
I know I took the clock

was funny how I wanted a room of them
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I want to come out of nowhere
I want to be like
like you got broadsided
but it was just a person falling
in their sleep

I held you and my hands
fused to your back
when you walked around I would
have to stand on top of your feet
like a little girl I tried 
not to eat much tried to stay lightweight
not to be too much of a burden

I buy everything
oh I just want to settle in
I just want to settle in into

think you enunciate
wake yourself up with this kind of talk

I am so afraid for myself
I hope everyone is too
can we all say oh our pretty
little voices! oh our sad
little voices! yes that's it 
that's the way
that is 
so
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the tectonics of falling
the tectonics of falling asleep
oh my dear where
are you where did you go

slow down
there's nobody
nobody

if mountains started rising out of my bed
when I tried to sleep or suddenly suddenly
you're a boat on an ocean and you never
intended to be all you wanted to be was
a rock in the desert

under a bridge with people under it
it's a good night to build a fire

it's a good listen to
nobody
the tall pray too much
about either of those things

it's so bad
just like what
hunger
or other shit
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I could hum
could hum more often
start a family of new words here
pride at stake

like some blemish I cherished
I didn't get home until late
need to eat
I didn't want to eat
to pass out this way
I'm going to tie him to the table
I'm going to be better
I want to be the fish
with the huge grin and the eyes
can you hear that
don't worry

a pause to think and then fall asleep
these sounds have become almost exhausting

refuse
can't do
not with that tool

I'm particularly loud moon
two months outside
I don't know what side of the house he's on
I need something under my shoulder
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form a sentence
I'm sure it's not as dark as this
just stand in it
oh you're

what's the letter m
I just wanted you to know
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